YOUR HTAV
ACHIEVEMENTS

CLASS OF
2021

HTAV is funded by the membership fees and purchasing choices of its members and your support has enabled all of this to happen. Join us again in
2022 to keep improving your own teaching and providing this support to History teachers everywhere. Imagine what we can achieve together.

HTAV provided opportunities for
members to extend themselves
professionally by mentoring, writing
books and articles, presenting at events
and conferences, and undertaking
leadership training.

HTAV ran the Historical Fiction Competition to engage
students in History, with 51 Victorian entries.
HTAV volunteers facilitated Victoria’s engagement in
the National History Challenge, the Australian History
Competition, the Simpson Prize and the Spirit of Anzac Prize.

HTAV brought together 22 History
teachers under the HTAV Peer
Mentoring Program. The Program brings
together History teachers at all levels
in their professional careers to create a
community of support and experience.

HISTORY TEACHING RECOURCES
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HTAV provided curated information for
History teachers in 12 Member Bulletin emails,
distributed to over 4,500 members.

HTAV’s social media platforms have continued to grow as
we support our online community:
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• 2,653 followers on Twitter @HTAVed
• 2,904 followers on Facebook
/historyteachersassociationofvictoria

HTAV supported its members with
updated and new free teacher
resources covering all year levels
in the Member Bulletin emails and
on the HTAV website.

Assessment in History

Women in History
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issues

NEW TEXTBOOK EDITIONS FOR THE
2022-2026 VCE HISTORY STUDY DESIGN.

8000+

textbooks sold

• 346 followers on Instagram @htav_ed

Colonial Histories
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

downloads

HTAV produced the following educational resources:
• ‘We’ll Never Get Off The Island’: Prisoner of War Experiences in Changi, Singapore, and
Tatura, Victoria, funded by the 75th Anniversary of the end of World War II Grant Program
facilitated by the Department of Premier and Cabinet (Veterans Branch) Victoria
• a series of 10 free animated videos entitled ‘How to do great historical inquiry projects’
• the Experiences of Chinese Australian Servicemen and Women during World War II for the
Museum of Chinese Australian History
• new interactive primary resources for the Royal Flying Doctor Service of Victoria
• a set of resources on History Concepts and Skills for levels F-10 in partnership with VCAA
• the History Teaching Fundamentals online professional development pilot module (funded
by the Department of Education through the Strategic Partnership Program)

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING AND EVENTS
HTAV ran 2 conferences, 5 professional learning events, 6 VCAA Study Design Implementation Sessions, and Student Lectures with a total attendance of 2,622.
HTAV Events supported VCE teachers with:

HTAV 2021 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

VCE HISTORY EXAM REVISION STUDENT LECTURES

• the VCE History Conference where attendees could
hear directly from the VCAA Examiners and expert VCE
History teachers

• Delivered to nearly 250 attendees

• Supported over 880 VCE students
and teachers

• the Teaching VCE History in 2022 event aimed at
pre-service teachers, and teachers unfamiliar with VCE
History and teaching VCE History for the first time

• Rich program of over 40 workshops and
2 keynotes across 2 days:

• the VCE History Exam Revision Student Lectures
which cover course content, offer SAC advice and help to
prepare students for the examination
• workshop options at the HTAV 2021 Annual Conference
• VCAA New History Study Design 2022-2026
Implementation Sessions
• History Teaching Masterclasses
HTAV Events supported Levels 7-10 teachers with:
• workshop options at the HTAV 2021 Annual Conference
• the New to Teaching History Levels 7-10 event aimed at
pre-service teachers, teachers unfamiliar with Levels 7-10
History and possibly teaching History for the first time
• History Teaching Masterclasses

• Abundant online networking

~250

Thurs Keynote: Imperial Power Dialogues in Melbourne’s
Streets, Dr Monique Webber, University of Melbourne
Fri Keynote: Panel – Helping History Flourish, Gerry Martin,
Curriculum Manager, VCAA, Emeritus Professor Peter McPhee
AM, University of Melbourne, and Chair of the History
Council of Victoria, Natalie Charles, Principal, Mentone Girls’
Grammar School, Erin Crook, VCE History Teacher, FCJ
College Benalla

880+

• Additional support through access
to recordings and downloadable
resources

‘These lectures were really helpful, I feel more settled about
the exam now.’
‘Super well-presented lectures. Very informative and easy
to access. Would definitely recommend!’
‘Congratulations, another excellent set of lectures to
support our students ahead of their exams. Thank you very
much to all involved.’

• Plenty of new ideas and resources for teachers
‘I thought it was a high-quality conference with excellent
presenters and organisation. The technical aspects of the
on-line delivery were also handled quite expertly.’
‘I love the fact that there is so much variety in speakers and
topics. Something for everyone.’
‘Well organised with a range of excellent sessions and
presenters. Very collegial as usual.’

HTAV supported regional gifted and talented students with the History Enrichment School
Holiday Program. The virtual Program attracted tremendous interest and HTAV, in partnership
with Federation University and the Department of Education and Training, delivered an engaging,
interactive and rich content program to advanced thinking and fast learning students across regional
and metropolitan Victoria. In 2021, the program ran for 100 students at 33 government schools.
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HTAV staff delivered:
• 6 guest lectures to pre-service teachers

HTAV and the History teaching community honoured 10
teachers with HTAV Awards:
Natalie Baker | Laura Benney | Madeline Hatton
Peter Hoban | Duncan Lake | Josh Lloyd | Richard Malone
Margaret Pagone | Brigitte Phelan | Rachel Towns

HISTORY-RELATED CAREERS AND SUBJECT SELECTION INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS AND PARENTS.

THANK YOU!

www.htav.asn.au
membership@htav.asn.au

